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Shooting at Commercial Avenue Apartments Leaves 4 Cars Damaged

New Brunswick police detectives are investigating a shooting which occurred approximately 2:25 am Saturday morning in the 33 Commercial Avenue apartment complex. No one was injured as the result of the shooting however four vehicles parked between Buildings 8 and 9 sustained damage. A witness described a white four door vehicle drive into the complex and shots were fired from the vehicle into a crowd standing between Buildings 8 and 9. Someone from the crowd returned fire at the white vehicle which then fled the area.

The New Brunswick Police Department has seen an uptick in criminal activity in the 33 Commercial Avenue area recently. The police department has deployed its Neighborhood Police Team, including foot patrols, and its Anti-Crime Unit to the area to address these issues.

Anyone with information about this incident is asked to contact Detective Kenneth Abode at (732) 745-5217.
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